We won’t be fooled - we
-----

"Best delegates were lousy"

months ago. We’re awfully

sometimes, and it didn’t get into

the paper then. So it’s a bit out

of date, saying “To be continued -

ending: ‘And they lived happily

blind - now we see what’s going

as WOAAC chairman, summar­

land.

izes the growth of the poor, “Our

schools so

because the administration found

it too dumb

their

with

ity of the membership by by­

being, the best delegates were

loosely because they were not

allowed to function.” Explained

Bill Lowe.

We must organize again. We

must move out of the narrow

box of ideas and policies

from within the target areas. That

is composed of every area

involves each separate area.

If TRAP, which avoids what TAAC
did, it will succeed.

TAAC had little faith in char­

alms and the potential of the

poor community. Their words and

actions were largely directed toward

the non-poverty community. They

were not aware of the power

of the board’s agenda. Can’t you?

And this lack of faith in the

poor community is a pattern that

TRAP must stop. TRAP’s objectives

and tactics should be based on

the wishes of the poor community.

As Bill Lowe puts it “It must be

from the bottom up.”

Let us not let TRAP be our

counter part to the TRAP.

Let’s discontinue our individual

works and efforts by belonging to

a big organization which must be

composed of Representatives

of communities and the strength of

TRAP is de­

pendent upon the strength of each

area. A pyramid’s strength is

the base if we broaden the base,

we can build higher.

"Community building

-- the answer"

The TRAP building.

We must put the accent where it counts the most -- in the hands of the people. That

is, in most cases, still poor.

My point is this: when you step, demand the service your dollars stand for.

For instance, why are you ad­

ressed by most segment members, and those costumes as “lower” or “bass”?

Some of them even say “Sitting.”

Go any place where the poor
do, and you find inferior services. Why don’t we demand what is due us?

I’ll never under­

stand why most of us put up with it.

TRAP will be no heaven on

earth, no promised land waiting

for us. Only the development of our

individual community resources will give us power. The amount to

which we develop and strength­

en our community is the amount to

which TRAP can work for us.

We can function honorably only when each separate area pro­
duces and organizes itself separa­

ly.

Why do we who are poor, low

income or what have you, stand

therefore, less than first class service

when we trade in the big stores?

I have always been poor, new by

the standards of society. I am con­

sidered to be low-income which is,

in most cases, still poor.

My point is this: when you step,

demand the service your dollar

stands for.

For instance, why are you ad­

ressed by most segment members, and those costumes as “bass” or “bass”?

Some of them even say “Sitting.”

Go any place where the poor
do, and you find inferior services.

Why don’t we demand what is due us?

I’ll never under­

stand why most of us put up with it.

Thoughts and/or in all a day’s work

by Gloria Comfort

To be continued.
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